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Address Nanjing Xinshu Machinery Co.Ltd 
(Nanjing Shuguang Machinery Co.Ltd) 
No.205 Mufu East Road,  
Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province 
PC 210028

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We can supply glass machinerys, such as H28 produce line, bulb blowing, gob blowing, bulb blowing, burn off equipment, fire polisher,etc.

 

BF100 Bottom Welding Machine
BN12D Spout Forming Machine
BRB16 Burn Off Machine
BYJ6 Handle Welding Machine
Bulb-Blowing Machine (BBG25)
Cup Blowing Machine (BD-12/BD-18)
Gas Distributor (Vacuum Distributor)
Glass Machine-30 Section Burn Off
Gob Blowing (BB18)
Gob Blowing (BLBH16)
Gob Feeder (BG1)
Gob Feeder (BLD45O)
H28 Press & Blow Machine
Handle Glassware Production Line
Individual Section Press Blow (BYB1)
Loader (BG1)
Mould Holder (for Glass Press Machine)
Ring Holder Unit (for H28 Line)
Spout Forming Machine (BN16X) 
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